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UP’s Hal Wood ’Starts’ N
Writer Names Spartans
AmongMajorFB Powers

Spartan Dai.ly
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
,

By HAL WOOD, United Press Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. I I (UP The schools won’t gef together themselves, so ’today the United Press takes the liberty of
announcing a new independent football conference for major nonaffiliated West Coast football teams.
There are seven clubs in the circuit: University of San Francisco..
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Sixteen Candidates Win Approval
ASB Council OK’s Dads’ Daytcame

Dibble Urges_
Payment of
Senior _Fees

Sixteen appointments to student committee positions were made
at yesterday afternoon’s student council meeting in the Student
Union building at 3:30 o’clock.
ispariftbents made wereiSpeifen Shop board, Nancy Emshciff,
Bill Sevrins, and Chuck Wing; College Life committee, Jeanne Nieri;
Student Activities board, Jim.
Porter, Constance Carlson, and
Patty Braun; Fairness committee,
Marion Aittman, Bob Pettengill
and Semore Ahrams.:,
Equipment Custodian, Keith Kerwin; Freshman Camp committee,
Margaret Murphy; Revelries
board, John Fuller, and Lorraine
Leonetti; junior court justice.
Figures released on the Fall
Lucky Rogers; and chief justice, quarter religious preference cards
Bob King.
show that 6836 students of a total
Approval was given at the meet- enrollment of 7111 at SJS filled
ing for Jean Kerwin and Chuck out the cards. This constitutes 96
Wing to head the Campos_eheig
-eel* of-The student body.
drive.
Of the 6836 cards filled out,
_show 63 listedasnonMe -Dade Day---designation--the football game this Friday be- Christian, 5674 as Christian, and
tween SJS and Loyola was given 30 as Jewish. A total of 1149 exunanimous council approval. Ed pressed no religious preference.
Protestants were the most numMosher. Rally committee chairman, announced that section "U" erous with a total of 4008, while
on the San Jose State college side Catholics were second with a total
of the stadium may be used by Of 1666. Of the 96 per cent of the
students who have ASB cards and student- body who filled, (eft the
forms, 79.0 showed a religious
buy tickets for their parents.
preference
of some sort.
report,
In his Rally committee
Mosher -also-said-that
rally Thursday evening were being
formulated. Plans so far will ’call
for the San Jose ’Stale rooters to
meet_ the Loyola football team
when tbey disembark from their Men for Oratorio
plane at the San Jose Municipal

96 Per Cent
Give Religious
Preference

Music Dept. Needs

LOWELL C. PRATT
"Collictsfreedom scrolls"

SJS Students Add
3000 Names to List
Approximately 3000 of San Jose
State college’s citizens added their.
signatures to the Crusade For
Freedom Scrolls which were dispersed about this campus last
week, according to Lowell C.
Pratt. director_ of public relations
far-S-JSC.
mlita.xigJn. inHasratn, JJor.s.e daiitiedcteexdtent
Ahe
ed the Crusade for Freedom to the
college campus. when, President
T. W. MacQuarrie asked in-

been sent out by the Music depart men t.
The Choral ensenmble, which
will present in December a portion
of Bach’s Christmas Oratorio, has
plenty of women singers, but men
singers are needed badly, according to Mr. Gus C. Lease, director
of the choral ensemble.
All men who can carry a tune
and are interested in singing
should report to the Morris Dailey
auditorium at 1:30 p.m. Tuesdays
and Thursdays, Mr. Lease said.
The Oratorio was composed in
1734, and the text- is drawn from
the Nativity portions of St. MattDates .for the Campus Chest hew and St. Luke.
drive were submitted to the council
by the Campus Chest conimittee.
The council approved tit@ dates
Oct. 30 to Nov. 3 for the drive.

with the facts behind the campain and to provide an opportunt.- for all students to sign the
i--*
scrolls.
Exactly $16.30 in small change
was collected in milk cartons to
aid the sponsors of "Radio Free
Europe" in telling the American
story primarily to the subjugated
peoples of Europe
Pratt said that "because of the
pressure of other campus activities
and the impending Community
Chest campaign, no special effort
was made to raise money for the
objectives of the Crusade for Freedom."

This quarter’s first meeting of
the Entomology club, oldest departmental club on campus, is
scheduled for.11:30 today in Room
S213 of the Natural Science building according to an announcement
by Dr. Carl Duncan, adviser to the
group.
Two Movies, "Life in a Drop of
Water" and "Life of the Harvester
Ant" will be shown. Business discussion will Include the Planning
of the club’s activities for this
quarter.

Students who have not secured
their tickets for the SJS-Loyola
game Friday night must pick them
up before 4 p.m. Friday. Tickets
are free to all -ASB card holders.
Late-comers will not be able to
get tickets with ASB cards at the
stadium gate before game time
Friday night, the Graduate Manager’s office warns.
Tickets are on sale now to the
general public at $2.40 and are
available at downtown agencies
and the Graduate Manager’s office.

The group will then proceed in
a caravan back to the SJSC campus where a rally will be conducted on the Student Union steps or
In the inner quad. Plans also are
being made for a talent rally for
the USF game patterned after the
San Jose-Santa Clara game rally.
Action on a request for San Jose
State college to participate in an
Inter-Collegiate Charity show were
tabled until next Tuesday’s meeting. Underwriting of the plan submitted to the Student Council
would cost the Associated Student
Body six to eight hundred dollars.

Meeting

SJS Band to Play
Gershwin Music
A musical revue featuring the
music of George Gershwin will be
put on by the San Jose State college marching band on Dad’s
night, during the half-time kriod
of the Spartan -Loyola football Friday night, according to Robert
Olson, director of bands.
"Liza", "Strike tip the Band",
and "It’s Wonderful" will make PL
the mbdley to be played, Mr. Olson reported.

AWS Meets Today
To Discuss Plans
The Associated Women Students
will have their first regular Meeting today at 4:30 p.m. in Room 24,
AWS
Miss
Nancy
Embshoff,
publicity chairman, announced.
Plans for future events will be
discussed by the group, and Miss
Embshoff urges all old and new
members to attend and share in
the planning.

*Nevada, St. Mary’s, Loyola, College al-Pacific, San-Jo-Se-State and
Clam;
an
Officialin- they are-as free as-the birds; don’t have to abide by ’
any schedule rules; they still can
follow the dictatorship of the Pacific Coast conference; and_ they_
can all honestly de,ny membership
Seniot. fees are payable now in in the new "conference".
But the fact remains that down
the Graduate Manager’s office
Treasurer Oliver Dibble announced through the years these school-8
at the Senior class meeting late have been scheduling each other
Monday afternoon, --The fees are regularly on the football fields and
$9 and pay for diploma, alumni basketball floors.
ues, an -a-TI-Senior wee a vicud plays at least five otter teams
ties, he said.
After some discussion no agree- in the loop. St. Mary’s, Loyola
ment was reached as to the pay- and Santa Clare meet each of the
metit of Senior week activities fees other six members; the other feur
by December and March gradu- schools each play five loop teams.
ates. Senior week is held only in Last year all the teams played at
least four games and the conferJune, Dibble explained.
Dibble reported $346.11 in .the ence co-championship would have
class treasury with $74 in the gone to College of Pacific and
e Clara, ettelt-with--reesieds of
genior fe-CS
Three Senior class members re- four wins, no defeats.
tCont inued on -page /T-eo1,14-ported- -that-- definite-- plans for
Frosh Counseling by’ the upper
classmen wilt be made as soon as
the newly formed Frosh class
council is set up. Advice will - he
channeled through the council,
they reported.
Pat Goulder, Bob Madsen and
Tomorrow is the deadline for
Ron LaMar were seniors attending freshman meetings last week. turning in petitions for homecomA suggestion was made from the ing queen candidates, Publicity
floor that a Junior-Senior mixer Chairman Jeanne .Thomas anbe, ECU ihnifar to the party held nounted yester,day.
The queen contest is but one of
at Alum Rock park last year. No
an array of activities which 1950
definite action was taken.
Alumni Homecoming will feature.
Other activities already included
in the program are: a downtown decoration contest,
bonfire rally, homecoming football
A knotty problem in procedure game, a post -game dance, and
arose at the Student Court meet- open houge for campus groups.
Miss Thomas said that any girl
ing yesterday in the Student Union when an examination of the with clear scholastic standing and
ASB constitution revealed an backed by a campus organization
amendment providing that elec- is eligible as a candidate for hometions of sophomore justices be held coming queen. She must however,
in the latter part of fall quarter. have a petition signed by 50 stuThe amendment, originally made dents, and turn it in to the Hometo facilitate the retention of ex- coming box in the Information ofperienced court personnel each fice by tomorrow afternoon.
According to Queen Contest
quarter, can be changed only by
Chairman
Bob Baron, the candiapproval at a general election.
Proposal for the inclusion of the dates will be allowed no expenses,
matter on the next ballot was but the homecoming committee
made to the Student Council ses- will have pictures taken of any
qualified candidate at the expense
sion following the co
Ams.
Other business included the folA
formal
announcement Of
lowing:
The approval of a proposed rec- candidates will be made Oct. 18,
ommendation to the council that and the queen will be elected by
the Homecoming Queen contest the general _student body on Oct.
officials count their own ballots in 20 at the time ASB class officers
are elected.
the forthcoming queen election.
The winner will reign during the
The discussion of applications
for the posts of chief justice and downtown parade and other Homejunior male justice. Bob Smith coming activities, Baron said.
held the latter liosition until his
recent return to the Marine Corte.
A recommendation that Herb
Lister,i
prosecuting attorney, be inA rushing dinner will be held
vited to meetings of the court and tonight in the newly-decorated
be given the status of ex-officio Theta Xi house at 596 S.
10th
member of the procedure commit- street, according to Art Adams,
tee in order that he become fa- publicity chairman. Movies
and
miliar with operation of the court. color slides from
Europe and the

Pick Up Tickets
Today By 4 p.m. Friday

Queen Petitions
Must Be in Oct. 12

ASB Constitution
May Face Change

TX DinnerTonight "

Eastern 13.8. will be shown. ,

Group Discusses Chest Drive The Weather
Ways in which the Campus
Chest drive will reach its quota
will be discussed this afternoon
when committee members confer
with President T. W, MacQuarrie.
A $2500 quota has been set for
the only fund-raising drive of the
quarter. A new innovation at SJS,
the drive is designed to replace all
campaigns with one big solicitation each quarter.
Bob Madsen, ASH-vice-president,

announees that $1800 will be
turned over to the local Community Chest campaign and the remaining $700 will be divided between the March of Dimes and
the Cancer fund. "All proceeds
over the $2500 mark will be divided among the three agencies," says
Madsen.
Entertainment Co-chairmen Bob
Dean and Ron LaMar are planning
a benefit variety show to top off
the week-long campaign. They

’announce plans for "tag-day",
when contributing students are to
wear tags.
Collections will ’be held under
the auspices of the Spartan Spears,
who will station collection booths
in conspicuous places around the
campus.
Other organizations participating in the Campus Chest drive are
Alpha Phi Omega, Student V. Tau
Delt, Spartan Shields, Blue Key,
and AWS.

Today, If you’ve already decided
to cut or are through in the morning, would be well -spent prone on
a neighboring spa, as the temperature will roam well into the 80’s.
The problem, of course, will be deciding texts to leave behind. Also
if .you’re contemplating a nodturnal smorgasbord, you had best
include in your lunch basket a
cuddly chubby co-ed as during the
dogwatch the atmosphere will
cool to around 48.
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Thrust and Parry

Spartan Daily Duncan Retaliates
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Daily in Reply.
To Dr. Duncan

On Picture

Published dolly by the Associated Students of San Jose State college, except Saturday and
Sunday durina the college ye*, with one issue during each final examination week.
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Dear Thrust and Parry:
Open letto to Dr. Carl Duncan,:
For a time it appeared that the
In answer to your justified obMaths
Daily’s promise to become a better
jection of your picture, gratuitouepaper was to be kept and then
ly reprinted above for the benefit
Associated Cobeak)* Press
THAT PICTURE appeared again
of unknowing readers, the Daily
-in the Oct. 5 issue to illustrate
hereby proffers an explanation.
Office: Publications Building (193) on E. San Canes street.
an oath of some kind. Ignoring
You, Dr. Duncan, obviously are
Press of the Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. First street, San Joss
Dept., Ext. 211 my wife’s feelings (she says it
Editorial, Est 210 Advertising
not enamoured of this (?) likeTelephones: CYpren 4 - 6414
Subscription Price: $2.50 per year or $1 per quarter for non ASS card holders. doesn’t do me justice and threatness ( ? ). and the Daily concurs,
ens divorce) that picture is the
but our defense is impregnable.
BILL FRANCISBusiness Manager "unkindest cut of all." To keep
JACK RUSSELLEditor
Admitting the picture does not
using it is bad journalism.
mirror your handsome features,
- Bill Epler
Make-up Editor this issue
A student greets me with, "Hey,
we refuse to accept the blame for
Manny Alves Doe, how can you justify this mug
Dan Hruby Sports Editorany marital disagreements which
News Editor
Rod Rodrigues on the front page again? I’ve been
Bruce Brohmen Asst. Sports Editor
Associate &lifer
it may engender.
Ross Massey seeing that shot of you since I
George McDonald Photo Editor
Desk Chief
But, Dr. Duncan, your last point
Ron Marcus tame here a freshman lour years
Marion Summers Wire Editor
Feature Editor
is a poignant one. The Daily, tot-Mike de Guzman ago."
Donnie Nunes Exchange Editor
Society Editor.
tering and shaking under its presAnother chimes in with: "Yeah!
Make-up Editors Barbara Downy, John Drensel, Bill Epler, Nancy Loughlin, It’s like digging up a shot of Mcyrit financial pressure like a tango
Thad Spinola, D. Dixie Wise,
dancen-busnelfrlf-13Faziliert-hilic
DR. CARL DUNCAN
Long, Carl Fernandes, Gaye Wimmer, Warren Coffey. Robinette Kinley to spark" a Community
Copy Desk Al
ricane, has consistently been hit
drive."
Chest
Woodside.
. this cut grounds for divorce?
by budget cuts, slashes in the
Dr. McCallum asked me: "Are
ReportersJack Anguis, Fermo Cambianica, Glenn Brown, Bill Chambers, Wesley
budget, budget clips and a general
Dayton, Jim Downs, Melvin Gagnon, Jack Hulse, Ray Hane, Carl Fer- you trying to masquerade as a
pilfering of our meager financial
nandes, Tom Marquis, Jack Gallagher, Dorothy JIM, Murvin 0. Patrick. heavyweight wrestler in the hopes
stockpile (For the benefit-of--afEd Roper, Homer Slater, Joe Sheehan.
,..of getting a spot on TV?._ It’s no
fected readers, there is a yellow
use. Those guys would crumple
.
ADVERTISING STAFF
collection tiox in front of B-93.)
Ray Lyon you like a piece of scrap paper.’
Office Manager
Reports have reached us that our
When your reporter came by Dear Thrust and Parry:
Charles Berryessa, William Cain, Kenneth
Salesmen Bob Betzendufer, Bob Baker.
news editor has been seen selling
news,
Ernst,
William
the
science
department
for
Ray
the
exCarlton,
With
due
respect
for
Edmondson,
Robert
Peter
Pat
Dyer,
Churma,
DiPiazza, Mel Glass, Edward Gasper, Ralph Lamont, Ray Lehmkuhl, Carolyn he was pounced upon by three see- cellent job the Daily is doing in pencils at Fourth and San FerPlough, Tom Ellis, Ted Short.
retaries who threatened mayhem reporting campus news and events, nando ’in a pathetic fund-raising
if he didn’t do something about it. we would like to take exception to attempt.
Your contribution will be - apMN -Wretaries (delightful creat- a long-suffering practice in the
preciated!
ures!) think I am good looking. sports columns of the Daily.
But lo and behold, Dr. Duncan,
They shouldn’t be disillusioned.
Now we all admire the prune as look heartily at the above piece of
If the Daily is in such financial being
a major contributor to the art, for you are seeing it for the
straits that it can’t afford a new well-being
Dads’ Night Features Game of the Week
of this valley, we also last little. Note the new picture
loyal
some
(and better) cut, surely
it is a pretty fair tonic on page 6.
understand
The game of the week on the Pacific Coast.
student group might be prevailed for old-men’s
complaints, but it is
Sincerely,
That’s what Bay Area sportswriters-are- calling the Spartan Daiiy’s upon- to- campaign for the needed difficult for us to go along with
I’d
to
the
contribute
money.
-even
The Spartan Daily.
233 3 Night football game between the Spartans and the Loyola Lions.
the
sports
department,
copy
desk
,
its the kind of a game that any student and his or her parent fund myself!
-referring to Wash-Cart Dr Duncan. - et_al
would enioy to the limit, The two teams are ranked as the two top
ington Square citizens as "prime
Pacific Coast independents at this time. The winner will be number tollimmillitimititimlitititiontinigi .pickers1 and to this _general area
Saturda:. night after the game
as the "prune belt".
cne. The teams boast the two fopquarterbacks orr the Pacific Coo t =
with.
the Bi nneos, I was talking to
We
are
sure
(in
fact
damned
not
Kerkorian
(Gary
Klosterman
excepted).
;n Gene Menges and Don
who were graduated
students
two
positive)
we
resent
being
.placed
The fuilbark duel between Boom -Bcorn’ Beck and Lion George =
last year. One of them remarked
in
such
a
questionable
place
of
.=
game
those
who
see
the
Mu,acco should be remembered whenever
= honor. Prairies indeed!
"how much the crowd had
I F.
reminisce.
changed".
A prune is a dried-up, un-atBy EVAN STEPHEN
The came, as great as it should be, is orly the culmination of :BE
Said he, "I just can’t figure it
tractive former plum, relegated to out -we Oied to start a ’noise’
’ne Father-Son tand Daughter) get-tcaether all day Friday.
With the arriVal of Veep Albeit the task of providing vase and sucWe would like ,t2 see every student whether he be a member of i Barkley in California for his corn- cor for cantankerous old mew and parade tonight, but all we could
:tiny organization or an indepencient invites his parent to be his. ancrthe ing tour of the state, reporters at- toddling babes-in-arms. We doubt round up. were four ears. We
the airport had a feeling that seriously whether our football drove out to Santa Clara, and by
’ .
s guest on that cley. .
the time we got there, our parade...tecoste- was rriissing team appreciates this undeserving was
For one day, in the aF .Mom-and-Dad can-experience tkile-so’rrit -semf.thing
only THREE cars
. "
from
the
entourage.
After
a
metag.
They
have
far
outstripped
us
and excitement of colleg life That. ;5, taken perhaps .for granted by
That started me wondering’. Why
ticulous
search
a
barrage
and
of
in their efforts to elevate this inthe students.
questions the
found the stitution to a place of respect in don’t we have such a parade? Is
They can see the clas ooms and recreation areas ’end living answer. Unlike scribes
another prominent athletic circles, it would not be it against the law? Is it because
too few students are aware of the
quarters of their sons and da hteiT.- The Rally committee under the Democrat in this state, Barkley asking
too much if the, Daily
tradition? If there is a city-ordi
chairmanship of Ed Mosher h ve arranged several card stunts built w ill evidently undertake his-, porters attempted the same re-_
in
around the theme of "Hi Dad .’Parents will feel right at home.
"stumping" sans the aid of female their journalistic efforts. Grow up nance against it, how about asking
police permission, and perhaps
relat ives.
Besides it will be a great gam’!
lads!
getting a police escort?
*
Prunes, indeed!!!!
If there isn’t such a law and
Two-legged French "bulk" reRespectfully (71
unless the Student Council or the
cently expressed a feeling toThad A. Spinola. ASB 4289; faculty frown on it, how about the
Cure for Student Nomination Flaws
wards red similar to the emo- Jack
Gallagher, ASB 2349; Bruce Rally committee appointing a lead
tions
exhibited
by
the
male
boSan Jose State college students are using an archaic method for vine species. Bordeaux
Brotzrnan, ASB 2696; Dan Hruby. car for the next game, so that
gennominating the Associated Student Body officers. And there doesn t darmes mistook the red Morocco ASH 213; Jeanne Thomas, ASB when we win, all of Santa Clara
seem to be much reason..for it unless the effort needed to improve the flag for a Communist banner 2667; Ross Massey, ASB 699; Jack valley will know it!
Sally Ruppenthal,
method is too great to make.
and patriotically bombarded the Russell, ASB 2394; John Dremel,
ASH 1610.
High -schools find the cid system -of oral-nomination of their visiting sultan with a "charge of ASB 3765.
the
light
brigade".
The Moroccan
buddies fine. -Honest John’ gets himself nornlneted ASB president
simply. by accumulating more buddies around-him a the nomination-5 welcoming committee replied in
assembly. One husky-voiced individual does the "f nominate Honest kind with a hail of stones, sticks
and curses. No hits, no runs,
John and he’s in.
one error.
But at a State college it seems there could be some more mature,
--,,,--fisa.-144ical-r.ystam---Eveo-iu041.--ee4eges=itrGeliforn-ie have progressed
Supreme Court justice William
to the petition procedure.
: ..aori-t-0. Dpuglas has an affinity for
--- "
This is what the Spartars should institute_on Washington Square: getting -his .-name in Pravda. -This
-_;
.
-sisaismE
"4
:.’"mfa--,’..
::.,
..-.
- - .-;-- :0mis
0,:,,444.,..4.it,
blt
I. Let the students nominate" themselves with approval ofit time the official Russian "house
.-,---organ" has charged that the jurist
least .50 other students.
,
2. A petition’ obtained f,orn the-Studerrt Body oftce by the was sent to Iran to contact some
...!’....1.,.-..4.
.40.0.-,...S,4,4.,ft
istudent wishing to run for any ASB office. The petition should be 3,000,000 harness tribesmen for Vti".
possible
United
States
aid
in
setOn
signed by 50 ASB card holders sirse an ASB card ’is needed for
ting, up partisan guerrillas. As
voting. Numbers are checlea
ushal, Pravda is all wet. With the
’14ifir
3. The petitions must be turned in to the Registrar i genty of congressional indecisioneon Alastime to have grades checke’d ard e,ligibilityvalidoted.
kan and Hawaiian statehood, any
4. An essembly is then h,eo either on the day of voting or the tool knows that Douglas contact ed the Iranians in an attempt to
cloy the Spartan U.!), runs stories and pictures on the candidates.
One of the most impc (
’atures of any election is associating get, them to become our 49th
,’ons of the persons running: A nom- state.
name with face and the
*
*
;nations assembly to accon-:
’his for the ’greenies" would be of
The
conference
between
Macfar more value than a mere caucus for shouting "I want to iee this Arthur and
Truman
weekthis
fine, upright student nominated to Spartan DocLCatcher." And thus end should portend big things in
.
he is elected, regardless If hes i...airsg-his-elemetfie-se4ence-chrssT the IN speech the President is
-D.D.W.
scheduled to deliver to that
august body Oct. 24. It’s always
nice to know what the head of
Larger Men’s Gym Facilities Needed
the family is planning, especially
on an excursion into a new land.
With all the innovations nrd e,,p0,-,,ion at San Jose State college,
why not a little elbow room for 411c, unfortunates enrolled in men’s
British Prime Minister Clement
P.E. chimes? Drying and dressing space to say the least, is at Attlee has managed to have the
English general election set after
a premium.
Although there apparently are enough lockers to go around, they the nationalization of the steel industry in spring. Concensus in
are so jammed into the congested quarters as to make it nearly im- Picadilly is that the P.M. is hopneighboring
three
lockers
of
to
dress,
owners
and
possible for the
ing the English minds will be too
40;dt
often forcing Them to leave the gym building half dry.
preoccupied with flowers in May
Caere
to worry about flaws in the steel
Are these major college facilities?
G.B.
program.
"This is uh stick down - - HANDS DOWN!!

Caught- with. Their
Prunes Down?

EDITORIALS

Noise Parade?
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Many Spartans Add Their Names to
Cupid’s Roster of Engaged Couples
RUSSO-PARADISO
Rickey’s Studio club before the
Stanford-SanTeise State football
game was the setting for the angouncement of the engagement of
Beverly Paradiso and Dick Russo.
The popular young San Jose
couple have set their marriage
plans for next fall. In the meantime, Russo is continuing his education on the Spartan campus
while Miss Paradiso is attending
Stanford.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Paradiso
of San -jose She attended Notre
Dame high school, College of the
Holy Names in Oakland. and San
Jose State college. She is a psychology and music major.
Russo, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Manuel Russ of San Jose, is president of Alpha Tau Omega, formerly known as Delta Theta
--ega. Ire also belonged to Spartan
Shields, sophomore honor service
fraternity. He is a pre-legal major. He claims San ’ Jose High
,school as his alma mater.
DOWLI NG-CLOSE
"
Two third generation California
families will be united when former Spartan co-ed Wilma Jane
Close becomes the bride of James
Michael Dowling next summer.
Miss Close was a Sappho while
on campus and pledged Kappa Alpha Theta. She now is employed
by United Airlines as a stewardess. !ler parents are Mr. and Mrs.
William J. Close of San Jose.
The benedict-elect is the son of
Mr. rrid Mrs. Thomas Dowling of
San Tarino. A’ graduate of Bel College Preparatory
school. Dowling is now enrolled
at the University of Santa Clara.
His firalernal affiliaticii is Gamma Eta Kappa.

HEN DERSON-ROM
Wedding bells will ring this
winter for ex-co-ed Patricia Ellison Rom and Paul Alan Henderson. The bride-elect was a Delta
Zeta on the San Jose State campus and at the University of California at Berkeley. Her fiance is
a graduate of Stanford university
and was affiliated there with Theta Delta Chi.
Miss Rom is the daughter of
Mrs. Linda Rom of San Francis.
co. The benedict-to-be is the son
of Mr. and Mrs, Paul Addisnn
Henderson of Sacramento.

planning- an early summer

ding.

--1,

odd Clo-m-1.04

wed-

" Miss Beall is the daughter of
Capt. and Mrs. E. S. Beall of Los
Gatos. She is a senior general
elementary major at San Jose
State college.
Huntwerk is the son of Dale
Funtwork.. He was graduated
from San Jose State cbllege in
the spring of 1950. His campus
fraternal affiliation is Sigma Alpha Epsilon. The benedict-elect
is currently employed as a junior
civil engineer with the California
tate Highway commission.

SCHWIND-MACDONALD
MANIGLIA-SANDERS
Marriage plans for ex-Spartan
Recent additon to Cupid’s -list Leonard Schwind and Miss Betty
of conquests on the San Jettk Macdonald were revealed recently
State college campus is eo-ed- at a family party in the Oakland
Norma Sanders. Her engageniatt" home of the bride-elect’s parents.
to Joe Maniglia was made recently
Schwind is a graduate of San
hy_her_pareots, Mr7-asid Mrs. For-- Jost’ State College aiWi doing
rest Sanders, at a family dinner graduate work at Oregon State
party.
college currently. He is a memThe couple have not yet set a ber of Alpha Eta Rho fraternity.
wedding date. Miss Sanders plans His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
to contintig_ber studies after her -George -Schwind rif - SJi
marriage,. The prospective beneThe bride-Id-be is a University
diet is the son of Mr. and Mrs. of California graduate, and now
Joseph Maniglia of San Jose.
heads the physical education department at Livermore union high
HUNTWORK-BEALL
school. Miss Macdonald is affilPassing the traditional box of iated with Delta Zeta sorority.
chocolates recently was Kappa She is the daughter of Mr. and
Kappa Gamma Dorothy Beall.; Mrs. Leonard C. Macdonald of
She and Richard Huntwork are Oakland.

John Brunton Claims Hand
Of Ex-Coed ,Dorothy Deiss
Trinity Episcopal Church was. tie Marjorie wore a pink net gown
the scene of the recent marriage over taffeta.
The duties of best man were
of the former Miss Dorothy Deiss
performed by Robert Kissick Jr.
,and John Edwardes Brunton.
Attired in a white gown of im- Henry Cohen, William Peirce and
ported Chantilly lace over taffeta, Thomas Taylor Jr served as ushthe bride donned a Juliet cap of etk’
The ydung couple greeted guests
matching lace and seed pearls
which held in place her fingertip at the Hotel De Anza following
the ’ceremony.
Chrysanthemums
veil of nylon net.
As she was escorted down the and gladiola adorned the fireplace
aisle by her father. Carl J. Deiss, of the reception hall.
The new’ Mrs. Brunton donned
she carried a bouquet of stephanotis with a white orchid. A single a navy blue gabardine suit with
strand of pearls, a _gift. of tbe Winter white and.payy accessorWidegfoonifTwal- her only jewelry.1 ies when the couple left on their
Miss Barbara Deiss served as honeymoon trip to Lake Tahoe.
maid of honor for her sister while A tiger orchid was her corsage.
The bride was graduated from
the Misses Helen Purdy. Bonnie
Bruntoiv _and Pauline Helmet t San Jose State college and is now
acted as bridesmaids. Marjorie. employed by a. local firm. BrunDeiss was her sister’s flower, girl. ton is a student on the Spartan
campus. He is affiliated with DelThe maid of honor’s gown was ta Upsilon.
a dusty rose satin, and she car-ried rose carnations.
Illinois passed a law in 1911 to
Pink champagne was the color provide for the care of dependc_hosen.for the bridesmaid’s gowns ent, neglected-tfnd-delinquent chiland they each carried a French dren. It was the first state in the
bouquet of pink carnations. Lit - nation to pass such a law.
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HOAGLAND-EKSTRAND
The engagement of Spartan
graduate Lynne Ekstrand to John
C. Hoagland was announced recently at a dinner party/ in the
home of the bride-tO-he’s parents.
While on campus Miss Eksti and
held membership in the Christian
appa beta
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Ekstrand of San Jose.
The benediet-elect is the son of
Mrs. Elmer M. Hoagland of Stanford and attends Stanford univ. lie is a member of the
Stanford Christian Fellowship.
The couple plan to .journey to
Japan to do missionary work after their wedding.
ANDERSON-SCHWARZ
Miss Beverly Ruth Schwarz recently announced her betkohal to
Ernest E. Anderson at a family
dinner party in the home of Mrs.
Myrno Schwarz on Sixth street.
Miss Schwarz is a student at
San Jose State college where she
Is majoring in elementary education.
Anderson is the son of Mrs.
Selma L. Anderson of Ely, Minn.
He is a graduate of San Jose
State college and is now doing
-hisSpartanpost.graduate---svorkcampus.
No date has been set _for the
wedding.
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Enjoy your cigarette! Enjoy truly -fine totiacco
Olat comVnes both perfect mildness and rich
taste in one great ci9arette Lucky Strike!

STUDENTS!
The jingles on this page
were written by us...
but we want yours.’
We’re ready, willing and
eager to pay you $25.00
for every jingle we use.
Send as many as you like.
to Happy-Go -Lucky,
P.O. Box 67, New York
46. N. Y.

---

Perfect mildness? You bet. Scientific tests,
confirmed by three independent consulting
laboratories
is-milder
than any other principal brand. Rich taste?
Yes, the full, rich taste of truly fine tobacco.
Only fine tobacco gives you both real mildness
and rich taste. And Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So enjoy the happy blending that combines perfect mildness with a rich, true tobacco
taste. Be HappyGo Lucky!
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LA MAR-JENSEN
Among the ranks Of newly engaged Spartan couples are Jeanne Jensen and Laverne La Mar.
The betrothal was announced recently at a family gathering in
the Campbell home of the brideelect’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. 01iver_C._Jensen.
The benedict-to-be is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Victor La Mar of
San Jose.

A

01,

,

NELSON-McCORMACK
Dorothy Gay McCormack’s Alpha Phi sorority sisters learned
of her engagement to David -Louis Nelson when she recently an-,
stouneed the news at a meeting.
Miss McCormack Is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Robert McCormack of San Jose.
Nelson, the son of Maj. and
Mrs. Roland Nelson of Florida, is
a member of Sigma Pi fraternity.

LSMITT lucky Strike
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William Peck willl Pi KA Entertains with
Theta Chi, SAE; DU Hold Speak Nuptials Pre-Game Buffet Supper.
Post Game Joint Party With Mary Brandt
A regional dlieetor tfalifores:
,

V

A March wedding date was set
recently by Spartan couple Mary
Lynn Brandt and William L.
Peck. Miss Brandt wil be remembered as queen of Spardi Gras in

Banding together Friday night at Napredak hall will be Members
and guests of three fraternities, Theta Chi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon and
Delia Upsilon, according to Jerry Nelson, co-chairman of the affair.
Working with Nelson will be Steve Everett of SAE and Dick Chappell
pf Theta Chi. More than 300 persons are expected to attend.

Guests and members of Pi Ka
pa Alpha fraternity were entertained at a buffet dinner held at
the Pi KA house Friday before
the San- Jose State-San Diego
State football game.
Garmac’s Amatlio, the fraternity’s recently Acquired "puff,
greeted guests at the .front door.
The dog was presented to the
fraternity this-summer. He is seven months old, weighs approximately 95 pounds, and is *still
growing.
Among the guests at the buffet

This is the first such occasion*
to be held this season and it is
expected to be one of the finer
parties of this college year, Ray
Jones, president of Delta Upsilon.
commented yesterday.
"The fraternities are hoping to I Orv.a Jean True and Dale Emestablish a coherent relationship, erson La Mar, June graduates of
with each other and we feel, as San Jose State college, repeated
do Theta Chi and Sigma Alpha nuptial vows in a recent ceremony
Epsilon, that by having a -party at Calvary Methodist church. The
of this nature we can help- bring newlywed!_Ate now at home at
If Uncle Sam is cooperative.
about more group spirit," said ’130 S. 21st street,
Spartan co-ed Bonnie Perry will
Jones.-Mar --isthe
become the bride_ of,EdwaLd_Sim.
The new Mrs,ons first class storekeeper with
The affair will follow the Loy- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. II
the U.S. Nary, this- December.
ola-San Jose State grid game at True of San Jose. While attending
The benedict-elect plans to reSJS she was affiliated with Alpha
Spartan stadium.
turn to San Jose from his MediTheta Chi and Delta Upsilon Omicron Pi sorority and Gamma
terranean station early this winheld a joint play-day at -Pogonip Pi Epsilon mathematics club.
ter. Miss Perry is a senior at San
The benedict’s parents are Mr.
in Santa Cruz last spring when
Jose. State college.
members and guests as well as and Mrs. Victor La Mar of San
the cast from the Revelries pro- Jose. His fraternal affiliations
duction of "Low Button Shoes" were Alpha Phi Omega, service 1949 prior to receiving her A.A. Daughter, Gayle, Born
were invited. This function was fraternity, and Delta Sigma Phi. the same year. Her campus affili- To Charles J. Whites
The. former Miss True’s wed- ation is Kappa Kappa Gamma.
termed so successful, Jones said,
and Mrs. Charles John
that 11wfraternities -hoped --to--be- ding gown was fashioned of white -She is noW employed as-a seereable to combine their efforts in chantilly lace and satin. She car- tary with the Henry J. Kaiser White are the parents of a 6 lb.
the near future.’ Friday night’s ried a white prayer book marked company in Oakland. The bride- 101ii oz. girl born at O’Conners’
affair is the culminatroo ’of co- with orchids and streamers of elect’s parents are Mr. and Mrs. hospital, San Jose, on Sept. 8.
The infant was named Gayle
W. M. Brandt of San Leandro.
operation and enthusiasm- on the stephanotis.
Preceding her to the altar were
The prospective benedict is a Susan. While is a sophomore enpart of the three organizations,
Mrs. Betty Claire Craig. the mat- senior engineering major at San gineering major attending San
Jones explained.
Heading -the Theta Chi group ron of honor, and Mildred-ann Jose State college. His parents State college, and lives on Daves
Is Vern Bergstrom. Bill Rogers is Brown, Patricia Hanaford, and are Mr. and Mrs. N. S. Peck of avenue in Los Gatos.
president of Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Shirley Walter tr bridesmaids. San Leandro. Peck is a member
They wore gowns of satin and of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fratern- CY 4- SIM
«OW’
lace also ranging in hue from ity.
chainpagne to chocolate brown.
wJw
THEATRE
Standing with the benedict as
U.F.144A6
0311Cius
6.
best man was his brother, Ronald
La Mar.
0I
Following their reception which
Delta Zeta began this fall’s acRecent additions to the ever- was held in the church social’hall
growing list of married San Jose the couple journeyed to ihe bay tivities with a joint meeting with
Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity.
State college students are Joseph area for their honeymoon.
The meeting was held at the
H. Ganser and the former Joyce
Delta Zeta house at 64 S. Tenth
Wartena. The newlyweds are at
street. Social chairman Thea Lou
home at’ 275v, S. 23rd street.
Pellegrini was in charge of ar. The net* Mrs. Gansevis a teachrangements.
er training major. She is the
Diana Kaulbach is Delta Zeta
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andre
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity 1 president. Coy Stagg" is Phi SigWartena of San Jbse. The ben.
diet is a meteorology student on leaped into full scale operation ma Kappa president.
campus and is affiliated with Del- this quarter by giving a "KickCecile Aubry
ta Mu Phi. His parents are Mr. off’ dance for members and
This
one-of the
with Jack Hawkins
and Mrs. Harvey A. Ganser, a so
many things which the DSPs are
Michael Rennie
of San Jose.
The couple repeated their nup- doing to launch their social proRandolph Scott
tial vows in a flower bedecked gram, according to Vic HolshevHaircut and be Satisfied!
in
setting at the Calvary Methodist nikoff, publicity chairman.
167
EAST
SANTA
CLARA
ST.
Recently
30
guests
were
greet"FRONTIER
MARSHALL"
church. The former Miss Wartena
wore a traditional entrain gown ed and entertained by members
of white satin. A seed pearl crown at the chapter house on 10th
secured her full length yell. Her street. Movies of the 1948 Stanbouquet was composed of stock ford-San Jose State football game
Dozens of Styles!
and gladioli surrounding an or- were shown, songs were sung and
refreshments were served.
chid.
Gwen Wartena, the bride’s sisHolshevnikoff stated that Uncle
ter, performed the role of honor Sam’s bugle call has caused the
attendant. Bridesmaids were Car- fraternity’s roster to decrease
ol Wartena. and Masianne Gan- somewhat in size, but the group
ser. Little Marilyn Wartena at- has hopes of building up the memtended her sister as flower girl. bership throughout the year.
Waiting at the altar WM his
The Delta Sigs recently became
brother was Paul Ganser,. Orrin known -as the "green glow" on
Finch and Neal Barnard .Jr.. seat- lUth street after acquiring a neon
ed the" wedding guests,_.
sign with their Greek letters on it.
STRIPES
RED
_ .

Dale La Mar Weds
Miss Orva J True

Simons-I3erry Plan
December Wedding’

Spartan Pair
Are Married

DZs Meet with
Kappas
Phi Sigma
I-,

Delta Sigs Launch
Fall Social Whirl
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WOOL JERSEY
BLOUSES

MC W.
SILVER

COMMERCIAL BATTERIES
The original saver alloy
battery with the’
silver alloy grid.
Be sure to get
only the

SOLIDS

KELLY

BEIGE

GREY.

BLUE

ROYAL

WHITE

BLACK
GREEN

NAVY

Short, Three -Quarter

,KEN’S STATION

_

6:16 411*

Market & Post

nia at Berkeley, and members of
Pi KA from the chapters at the
University of California and San
Diego State college.
The new television set, situated
in the living room, kept the guests
and members entertained until
game time.
Following the game a party
was held in the "Green Room:’
in the Fl KA basement. Dr. Boris
Gregory, fraternity adviser. and
harry Beck, chapter president,
acted as hosts.

Stupid
Wooden
Ducks!
DON’T YOU
LIKE TO
WIN THINGS?
All kidding aside, a studentbody like yours has a lot of
brains kicking around and
should have at least one v.:trifler each week. Come in and
enter the contest, absolutely no
obligation.

THIS WEEK -IT’S

100
FREE
GALLONS OF
GASOLINE
Just guess the score
on next Friday’s
game!
San Jose State’
Loyola

and Long Sleeves
-1

5.95 to 10.95

You Save On
Every Gallon

DIVIDEND

GENUINE NIC-L-SILVER
BATTERY
7.95 Ex. 1 Yr. Guarantee
2 Yr. Guarantee
1 5.95
3 Yr. or 100,000 Miles Guarantee
27.95

sor at the University of Califor-

Just drive into fi; Dividend Station
and write your score on an OFFICIAL DIVIDEND SCORE CAFE).
One winner receives 100 gallons of
Ethyl gasoline. If there are more
winners, the prize is equally divided.
But no one gets less than 10 gallons
of. gas . . . even if there are 1000
winners! DEADLINE FOR CONTEST
IS 2 HOURS BEFORE GAME TIME!

RUST

BROWN

dinner were Dr. Garf Wilson, Pi

1:3
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Am’s

SPORT SHOP

SELF-SERVE

STATION
141 SOUTH THIRD ST.
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College Group
Dean Predicts Increase Meets
Oct. 14
In Female Congressmen Fcr Barbecue

-

NEW YORK. Cla.-117--(UF:)--More-tifloailyriiiris will grow up -One-pound- steaks are promised
to be senators, Mrs. Millicent 0. McIntosh, dean of Barnard college, to members of the Engineering
Society, when the group meets
believes, but we won’t have any lady presidents. ,
Saturday, Oct. 14, at Alinn Rock
"Only because other women wouldn’t vote for Fier," Mrs. park for their annual fall barbecue.
McIntosh answered when asked to explain why a woman wouldn’t
William Sarbo, club president,
run the country,
(g
said today that members attend"Women themselves are exing Saturday’s event will be sure
tremely conservative about other
to get the big steaks, as well as
women. They still prefer men docall the .trimmings. In addition, he
tors or lawyers or bosses," she
promised an afternoon of fun and
said, sitting at her desk in the
relaxation from school work. Sarhigh-ceilinged dean’s office.
bo warned prospective members
With the seriousness of the
lyhire than 60 students and lac- that they must. join the society
world situation, and with another tiny members attended the
before Wednesday if they plan to
trip to the poll i due next month, gineeEnring Society’s first smoker of attend the barbecue.
Mrs. McIntosh thinks it’s high the year. held at 7:30 Friday eveFestivities are slated to begin
time women did a Utile political nipgat 12 noon on -Saturday, with-Union.
stock taking.
quest speaker was Larry Hemp- football and softball games being
The college plans a conference
hill of the local General Electric played until 4 p.m., when the
next month,. titled "Conference on
food will be served. Indications
plant.
Voffien in -Public Life
Apat Friday night’s smoker showed
-preisei-of-Their--Aecompi-iettrrtents
AUFRORt- -is .-expeated
and demonstrated to to enjoy the food and fun at Alum
and an Analysis of Their Frustrathe group the necessity on the
t ions."
Rock.
"Women have had the vote forl Pad of the engineer to satisfy_ the _Tickets for the dinner are on
ltu
log public. He illustrated
30 years, but very few have been
sale now in the Engineer’s office,
elected to office," Mrs. McIntosh talk with various charts showing Room 13A. . Signup deadline is
said. She definitely does not be- what advantagesmay be built in- scheduled for Wednesday, and no
lieve any woman should be elected to an electric motor. Then, he tickets. will be sold after 5 p.m.
called upon the students and fac- on that day.
to anything if she isn’t qualified,
"But we’ll have more time In "ItY to "design" the motor using
the next few years than men. The most ads, antages for the type
We’ll be at home while they’re of product desired.
Movies on football and astronin _uniform. It’s our jelt-to eonserve-and promote the spiritual omy were presented following the
and human values of democ- speaker.
During the business meeting
racy," she continued. "it is kind
Student "Y": Those enrolled in
of foolish to arm ourselves preceding the featured speaker of spring quarter counseling class
against Remain If we neglect the the evening. plans were announced bring evaluation sheets to 272 S.
alties of our own form of gov- for the annual Engineers Fall Seventh street tomorrow at 11:30
Barbecue to be held at Alum a.m. to determide ’efficiency of
ernment while we’re at It."
Mrs..- McIntosh is a friendly, un- Rock park on October 14. The class. Sponsors of Student "Y"
assuming woman who prefers to festivities will begin at 12 noon may attend a film in Room S210
be ’called "Mrs." instead of "Dean." and dinner will be served at 4 p.m. at 8:30 o’clock this evening.
Signup for the Saturday barbeShe and her husband, Dr. RUstin
CCF: Missionary from Brazil
McIntosh, have five children. In cue will be in Room 13A, until
will speak in S216 today at 12:30
her opinion, women don’t need to Wednesday.
p.m.
lose any of their feminine rights
if They start assuming a more agAquarium Club: Election of offigressive, role, politically speaking.
cers and demonstration of spawn"I never find that because I
ing barbs tomorrow in Room 206
have a position equal to my husat 7:30 p.m.
band’s be is any less polite or considerate," she said. "Men realize
Student Y Fresh Group Meet
that the days of the strong male
at 272 S. Seventh tonight at 7:30
and puppet female are over."
o’clock. ’

Engineering Group
Holds 1st Smoker
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Mexican Youth Hitches
Ride on Tail of Airliner
MEXICO CITY, Oct. I0-(UP)---A Mexican farm boy hitched a
ride on a Lamsa airliner in central Mexico today and made commercial aviation history.
Nineteen -year-old Cliferio Reyes Guerrero just took hold of the
tail of the plane as it prepared for take -off from Torreon and hung on.
lie managed to keep his big
hands and feet off the movable
F’
tail surfaces and veteran pilot
Jorge Guzman didn’t notice anything wrong until the plane had
taken off, climbed to 12,000 feet
Membei.s of Home Economics and was levelling off for the 450mile flight into Mexico City.
Teacher Gladys M. Nevenzel’s food
class will witness a lecture-dem- . Then, airline spokesmen reilted- Guz-ship
man _mith
S
the
ion by Miss -Kathryn-Sand-- m--2
"excessively tail heavy" and reMONTI’ here beginning at 10:0
turned to Torreon.
this morning.
.Th-e 19-yeiir-old farmer still was
Miss Sandmeyer is a member of ’1 standing cm the right horizontal
ics staff of the stanitizer of the plane -hanging on
Evaporated Milk association, She I with all his might to the leading
is a graduate of the University of edge of the rudder, His clothes
Illinois and served as a dietician were "all but torn off" and he was
in--the--U__anuy_ Medical COPS thiadlef,-.1 rown by the_ wild midnight
during -World War II.

ood Class to Hear
Lecture at 10:30

Crowded conditions prevent inOfficially the plane took of at
iting visitors to the lecture.
11:13 (CST) last night and returned to Torreon at 12:14 a.m.
iCSTI - this morning but airlin9
officials said it was in the air
"only" 53 minutes.

Announcements

School for Scandal
Nov. 2346-7

ti

,Safely jailed to recuperate,
Bibliophiles: Tomorrow at 9:20 Reyes Guerrero confessed that "I
p.m. meet in Library Room 212 for always wanted to ride an airplane."
election of officers.

Spartan (’hl: Meet at student
center at Third and San Antonio
streets Friday at 10 a.m.
Gamma Alpha (’hi: Plans for

Ted Lewis to Play

At SJ Auditorium

pledging will be discussed tomorTed Lewis, his world-famous
row night at 7 o’clock in Spartan orchestra and revue, will play the
Daily office.
San Jose Civic auditorium in a
AWS: 4:30 p.m. today meet in special one-night engagement, Friday evening, October 20. This enRoom 24.
gagement will be the first of its
Pit
Business
meeting
PI Omega
kind for Ted Lewis in more than
in Room 133 tonight at 7:30.
a decade, as the master showman
Engineering Society: Annual fall has been booked solidly in theatre
quarter steak barbecue Saturday, and club dates all over the nation.
Oct. 14. Activities begin at 12
Appearing with Lewis In adtEnoon and end at 4 p.m. Wednes- tion to his clarinet and battered
day ’at p.m. is deadline for buy- top hat are Geraldine DuBois, the
trig -tickets.
-loi-Tty-BiTd Sisters, Pant Whfte,Alpha Delta Sigma: 8 o’clock Elroy Peace and as an added
tonight meet in Room 94 to plan attraellion the winsome threesome
of Andre, Andree and Bonnie. future activities.

,
Tau-Delta-Phi: Me.nbiesta rherit
Itower door. Friday night affair
has been cancelled.
Soph Class Council: 3:30 p.m.
Sacrifice sale. Club Coupe, ’48
Ford. Tip-top shape. Price. $1100. totday meet in Room 39.
Women’s P.E. and Rec. Majors
Call CY 3-4965 after 5 p.m.
Junior flown Cnninird12 Meet in Club: Election of new president
eese, Student Union this afternoon at tomorrow night at 7:30 o’clock in
Portable typewriter, $25.
54 N. 11th street.
Student Union.
3:30 o’clock.
For astir to highest bidder: ReRally Committee: Meet in StuCamp Miniwanea committee:

’ Classified Advertising
N

FOICRENT
Room and "Board. Clean home.
315 S. 17th street. For male student.
. Girl Students. Share rooms with
kitchen, .retrigerator. Half block
from college. 43 S. Fifth street. conditioned 34 motor and parts
also Schwinn bicycle in very good
CY 2r.6537.
condition. Call CY 2-6920.
For’ ieht to couples: Furnished
New and used tennis rackets.
three-room apartment plus bathroom, garage, and telephone. $65 Racket restringing and repairs.
per month. All utilities paid. 253 Dick Clark’s Tennis Shop. 58 S.
S. 16th street. CY 3-0831 from Fourth street.
1 to 6.
For Sale, Royal Typewriter.
Brehm Bros.
Private or double rooms with or Used in office.
without use of kitchen& 265 N. Fourth and San Fernando.
Fifth street.
For Sale, Corona Portable TypeNice room for college man with writer. $30. 1253 Fremont street. ,
community kitchen. 357 S. 13th _CY 5-7078.
or call pY 3-0474. $23 per month.
1926 Studebaker 4 door Sedan.
For two men. Nice room, re- Good mechanical condition, good
fined ’home, all linens furnished. tires, very clean inside. Has hail’
415 -each per week. 278 N. Ninth i-only-one owner.-- Full price, $55.. !
!Winters Motors. Phone CY 4-7941.
CY 3-5955.
- Far.fiale.: 1939 Packard 6 FourLOST AND FOILAD
Door ,Sedan. Radio, heater, good
who
Many thanks to the person
rubber. $350 cash. Call CY 4-3159.
returned my President’s pin on
Classical record albums. Almost
Registration Day. KKG president.
new. Also singles. Half price
Anyone having knowledge of a Call CY 8-2968. .
slack sleeve topcoat miSsing- from
the Newman club during dance
Friday night please phone CY
4-2384 after 6 p.m.

TRY THE

CIRCUS
For Home-Cooked Food
167 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.

at 7:30 o’clock.
Be at First Methodist church, dent Union tonight
Fifth and Santa Clara streets, for
Entomology Club: Movies and
5:30 p.m. meeting today.
plans for the quarter’s activities
are on the agenda for the meeting
at 11:30 a.m. today in S213.

Council to Meet

The first meet of the temporary
freshman council is slated for tomorrow, according to James Jacobs, freshmen class adviser.
Time for the meeting has not
yet been set.
All freshmen interested in
"group" meetings will meet this
week at the times and places announced last ’week’ by Mr. Jacobs.

’AL’S FOUNTAIN

John Johnson, 145-1b. boxer on
Coach Dee Portal’s San Jose State
squad, was twice named to basketball all-star teams while in
high school.

GYM SHOES
4.50 & up
Men’s
Women’s 2.95 & up

ROOTERS
CAPS 1.50

SMART SMOKERS
go to
. . .

THE SMOKE SHOP . . .

lit I Post Sts.
for 25c discount on
PIPES - POUCHES - LIGHTERS

Combination
Locks 1.00
SWEAT
SHIRTS 1.95

Coffee4 Donuts Still 15c
124 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
Adjacent YMCA

l’ant185

SWEAT
PANTS 2.45

BARBECUED

4

FOR SALE
Webster
vire recorder with
three spools of wire. $70. Call
CY.4-6496 or contact speech office.

- .V Mont. Dad:
rnds
or Fie
...--.-1’
)
- ,.4.7, ..,..ing?
.
,
!

"’g,h
Tenjey
will
oy

accommodations
at the newly constructed

COLONIAL MOTEL
BAYSHORE HIWAY, Just North of
30th 6 East Santa Clara Streets
One of San Jose’s Finest
CY 4.6075
.AAA-App r ov id

CHICKEN

"Yoti’ll Smile, Too

OR BAKED ..SUGAR-C.URF-1)

After Enjoying A
Delicious Meal
At The Barrel House"

INCLLWIN6 SOUP.SALAD.
VEGETABLES,PCrfATCES,COFFEE

HOT TURKEY PLATE
SWISS STEAK

HAM
maw

75c
60c

The Sante! /Mae
131 West Santa Clara

"Ricketes

sruDIO ClUe

TOWN inns!

pole elf to

,on hone," co

C4liont4’S DINNER

1.35

"STATE

JACKETS" 19.85
-

Sleeves
Satin Lined
Sizes 34 - 50

Horsehide

GORDON’S
SPORT SHOP
121 E. SAN FERNANDO
Across from Cal. Book Co.
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Males Needed at SJS,
Tarantulas, That Is,

By’RAY HASSE
There is a shortage of males at San Jose State .collegelmale
tarantulas, that is, according to Dr. Carl Duncan, head of the Natural
Science department. A seven -man hunt, organized from Dr. James
W. Tilden’s class in entomology,*
was staged Monday afternoon in
an effort to obtain some of the
long-legged creature for future
class study.
The afternoon’s expedition resulted in 15 tarantulas --all of
them females. The male, explained
Dr. Duncan, is a great wanderer
and is, theFefore, harder to catch
than the female who remains in
or about the den.
These hairy arachnids are
good objects for study since they
maintain a fairly normal pattern
of habits (hiring periods of captivity. "But they Must have
mates," says Dr. Duncan In a
general appeal to anyone interested in catching and bringing
a live specimen to the entomol_
ogy laboratory.
The tarantulas captured Monday
afternoon were all taken from a
two -acre portion of field located
in the Edanvale area south of San
....joss., The number. taken as a result of one afternoon’s search, says
Dr. Tilden, indicates that these
creatures ate quite common to
this general area- more common
than most people realize.
The huntsmen simply located
the holes or dens by the characteristic silk linings and then
poured water into them until a
spider appeared at the surface.
A thin-bladed knife was then inserted into the ground a short
distance behind the spider thus
blocking the hole as a means of
retreat. With the creature forced
to remain above ground, the
matter of herding it into a container was achieved by merely
nudging it with the lid.
Most of the fear that exists at
present for these spiders, accord-
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Dr. Carl Duncan, head of the
Natural Stele nc e department,
claims that there is a shortage
of males at San Jose State collegemale tarantulas, of course.
.photo by Dashlff
ing to Dr. Duncan ,islvased on an
erroneous belief that violent nervous reactions are induced by the
bite. This theory is purelN a matter of hearsay and is entirely unfounded.
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Places (yrads

In T op.Spots
By AL LONG
"We haven’t had any trouble
in placing graduates from our
department in. good positIonis,"Dr. Earl W. Atkinson, head of
the Commerce department,
stated in an interview recently.
Dr. Atkinson said his office has
been receiving a big demand for
secretaries and he hopes to fill
this demand soon because "there
I are 185 students enrolled in first
year shorthand".
I The Commerce department is
divided into different branches.
They are accounting, secretarial,
selling, merchandising, real estate,
i and insurance. Dr. Atkinson said
many of the students enrolled in
i the departmet are planning to become commerce teachers.
"We definitely have not had any
trouble in placing commercial
teachers in excellent positions with
salaries ranging from $3000 to
134000." he said.
There are 3600 students enrolled in Commerci, department
classes. Dr. Atkinson said there
are riVi taking. first year accounting.
-Approximattily-OA# otit of everjr
’six students enrolled at San Jose
State college is a commerce
major", he said.
estimated
half of them are majoring in busin6is administration.
Milburn D. Wright, instructor
in the Commerce department,
said graduates hold jobs with
such (ii’, ersified businesses as
chambers of comMerce, breweries, airlines, I. S. Rubber,
Graybar Electric, Food Machinery, and, of course, retail stores.
Dr. Atkinson said there are 20
full time instructors in the Commerce department.
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Local Lass Lives Goddard Returns to San Jose
Successful Story After Two Years’ Study in Paris
By ED ROPER

.

By CARL FERNANDES
If somewhere betwixt these hallowed bulkheads -therelurks, -Dr. Wesley Goddard, assistant professor ofsmodern langusges,
cringes, cowers or even boasts an returned
to San Jose State college this quarter to resume his teachaspiring radio writer, let him or
ing
duties,
after spending two year; in France studying at the
she, or even them, give heed. We
have a success story of the focal University of Paris.
girl makes good variety.
He received his doctorate of the
Once upon a time there was University of Paris in French litborn a Holloway, name of Jean, erature this Spring. Dr. Goddard
who grew up went to various wrote his thesis on Marcel Schwob,
schools and did the sort of "a man no one has ever heard of.’
things that the Board of Ad- "The subject was chosen out of
missions likes people to do be- desperation." stated Dr. Goddard.
fore they can sign up anyone for
In the Fall of 1948 Dr. Goddard
this institution. So they let her went on leave-from San Jose State
In. So now we have the local and left for France with his wife,
angle. Back in 1935, that is.
Shirley. They lived almost the enFor some obscure reason Jean tire time in Paris.
enrolled in a radio script class,
After taking his examination in
which legend has it, was a pre- June, Dr. and Mrs. Goddard bought
requisite of something she really a Citroen, a French automobile,
wanted to .4o. Jean protested, as and toured France, Italy, Switzershe. was to do on occasion before land, and Germany. The Goddards
she left SJS. But you kninv it also had occasion to visit England,
didn’t do any good.
while in Europe.
Writes Scripts
Of all the countries visited,
So she began writing scripts.
Dr.
Goddard states that he was
Like one about Katie Howard, you
Impressed with France most of
English majors remember Kate as
all. ."1
ld like -to-Live-both
the -fortywives. Strangely enough this there and here at the same time
Dr. Wesley Goddard, assistant
script had a big part in it for Jean, if it was possible," says Dr.
professor of modern languages,
Goddard.
who had ideas about being an
has spent two years in France
Dr. Goddard made a kodachrome studying at the University of
actress. She also wrote a script
which one of her friends submit_ record of his travels for the col- Paris. lie received his doctorate
ted to the Harper Award board; lege and has about 1000 slides, pri- at the university.
photo by Arena
it won first prize and later was _marily of France.
sold to some commercial outfit for
Plans To Stay in 5.1
all sorts of loot.
Asked of any future plans, Dr. lege in the English department
Jean soon appreciated her own Goddard replied, "Having spent all in 1939.
terrific talents and began flood- of my money it looks as if I’ll
During the war Dr. Goddard
ing local stations with her stay put for awhile." However, spent three years in the Army Air
scripts. Deciding that Noo Yawl( according to Dr. Goddard. "A few Forces, serving in the Pacific.
was a greener field she left SJS daw-a-go I found 750 francs itwo Upon returning to San Jose State
in the fall of 1939 and arrived American dollars) in my ’other’ college he switched to the Modorn
In that economy size mad-house pair of pants."
Language department.
at the mature age of seventeen.
W’hen the Goddards first arOur gal didn’t have much luck rived,inl:tawirisz
tuuit;
i.imi
in o19-11L, itt was
San Jose’s
until one of her old school chums
not
Most Popular
sent the Katie Howard script to recovered from the effects of
Restaurant
Ted Collins. then producing the World War II. Shortages and
Kate Smith show. They wanted to rationing were still In evidence
Since
buy, they did, and also signed Jean and made it difficult for the
1912
to write the Kate Smith shows for women to manage their, homes.
OPEN
DAILY
the next five years.
Now Paris has fully recovered.
LUNCHEONS
Last year she was writing the The city itself was not physically
Railroad Hour, the Hallmark Play- damaged by the war, except for
IDINNERS
house, Prudential family Hour of -the factories on the outskirts,
We Cater to
Stars, Mi.. President, Dr. Kildare which were bombed.
and other seasonal shows.
’
Banquets &
French Indifferent To Korea
Kind* -terrifie- for a twenty-five---’
French people are relativer t Les
year old alumna,
ly unconcerned about the war in
Korea. ’Some of the people we
Frank Arnerich’s
met consider the Korean affair
merely a colonial war of the
United States and as such, nothing
to worry the ret;t of the world,"
stated Dr. Goddard.
31 E. Santa Clara St.
ROBERT
E.
JACKSON
By
Dr. Goddard received his A.B.
United Press Staff Correspondent
CV 4-4850
and
at Swarthmore college, Pa.,
LONDON, Oct. 10( UP)
his master’s degree at the I’M
Surrealist Painter Pablo Picasversity of California. He began
140’s play "Desire Caught By The
teaching at. San Jose State col SANDWICHES
Tail" was panned by the critic*
GOOD DONUTS
today as "tripe, with onions."
FOUNTAIN SPECIALS
An onion was one of its characters, together with two how-wows
and a noyelis.t named "Big Foot"
A grim, disheveled co-ed pushed
who loves a negress known only as wearily into the registrar’s office
"The Tart."
last Wednesday and asked for a
The girl, played by 19-year -old change-of-course card. The rehoney-skinned negress Louise quest was not a strange one, but
Totommavoh, danced a picasso- the story behind it is.
designed Charleston wearing
Margaret Murphy works in the
only three htses. At the last library until 9:25 each morning.
minute, however, she added Her schedule then called for a
modest modifications to her course in Abnormal Psych on
costume.
Ninth street , . . a simple frith -she
Five casts resigned before the claims, for anyone attired in footsurrealist fantasy finally opened. ball togs and-track shoes.
The actors’ agent had said, "play
The pretty Public _ Relations
in that play and you’ll need a new major proceeded pojitely into the
agent."
miss of collegiate congestion beThe istory, a mad mixture of neath the library arch and was
passion, Misery, discomfort, an- Immediately taken up in the Co-op
guish and hunger, is set in "Big bound coffee crowd. Ten minutes
Foot’s" studio. Eight transparent and several bruises later -- followlegs alternately flashed red while ing the, employment of none too
floating through -the air, and skel- feminine bulldozing -- she had
etons jumped out of saucepan’s.
picked up a few precious yards into
Nobody in the private audience the inner quad.
of 110 persons in the Watergate
Miss Murphy is now enrolled in
theater knew what the whole a 9:30 Social Problems class,
thing was about, and neither did Room
24,
the Administration
the cast. But is was evident that
WATER
everyone -in the- play was always
COLOR
cold and hungry.
Pleases said no curtain was to
SUPPLIES
Car Service
fall between the acts, so two
Newten water
Winsor
After 7 p.m.
tall muscular youths dressed in
color matched sets
swimming trunks ran across the
Plastic mixing trays
stage waving orange and yellow
Hand-med. 100% rag
transparent netting.
water color papers
When the legs flashed red, the
cast -groaned, "Oh, chilblains!"
The main prop was a big black
box in the center of the stage
which served as bed, coffin and
HOT MEALS DAILY
bath. Two female characters, one
fat and one thin, bathed in it to750
gether. The thin one represented
1086 E. Santa Clara St.
anxiety.
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SJS, LIONS, GAME OF WEEK
Frosh Prepare for USE
vTlie-Washington Square frosh Marines, but will be available
fapilk,all team will get its "bap- for the season opener against
tirMilre" Saturday afternoon 1L7SF.
when-Use squad tangles with a
Coach Tom Cureton will have
roVEKV yearling eleven in San to find a replacement for Ruse,
Franoisoo.
and for Bill Kwartz and Chuck
Weaker in the line than last Allen, who have already dropped
from the team due to service obetir, but a little stronger in the
ligations.
backfield, the Spartan Babes’
Good Prospects
ability to win might well depend
On the other side pf the ledger,
on how long their first string can
some -outstanding prospects - arehold out.
still available for duty with the
Only about half as many men junior edition of the Golden Raidturned out for the frosh team ers. Big things are expected of
this year as did last year. Of the Chuck Marcine, Pennsylvania
le who did turn out, only about transfer, Don Cederlind and Jim
50 now remain.
First string- Jerner from Turlock high, and
neaterback Jerry Ruse has been Manuel Rocha of San Jose.
called for active duty with the
Coach Cureton scouted the

USF frosh-Treasure Island football game recently and reports
that the Spartans’ Bay area
opponents are capable of fielding a very rugged team.
The ’frosh mentor said the Don
freshman team showed lots’ of
depth in -the line in beating tho
Islanders 39-6. They put in three
strings of linemen, all of which
appeared to Coach Cureton to be
of about -equal strength.
The l’SF team has also developed a fine passing attack.
_Their aeriar-offensive was click-_
lag on both long and short
passes, Cureton said.
San Jose’s frosh team will meet
five opponents in addition to their
clash with USF.-

More UP Football League

Former Villanova Coach
Maps Loyola Victories
By ’ROD’ RODRIGUES
Bay area sports writers have picked the coming Friday night
encounter between the San Jose State Spartans and the Loyola Lions
as the game of the week on the west coast.
The game brings together two of the most powerful independent
teams west of the Rockies. The Lions boast a strong and fast team that
has won its two first games by.astronomical scores. Loyola dump- ranks. Evans rate& a Shadow
behind Brno.
ed -Pepperdine, -50-14, - and- --S
The Loyola linewIll -have-more Mary’s, 48-0.
depth than last ye,ar, and will be
The Southland gridders are
oe of the biggest in Lion history.
contenders for the title orUit
The first two lines scale in the
Independent champions.
vicinity of over 200 lbs.
Coached by Jordan Oliver, forOliver is a keen student of the.
mer Villanova coach, the Lions -game of football, much similar to
are well-versed in the Eastern our own Bob Bronzan. Oliver mixes solid fundamentals with the
latest innovations -of the go
His team operates from the conventional T or from variatipn.s
along the style of the spread formation.
Spartans Won Last.
Friday’s meeting will be the
third between the--two- colleges,
the last being in 1940. San Jose
State defeated the Lions, 10-0, in
1939 and 27-12 in 1940.
In the Lions, the Spartans will
he facing. one of their toughest
foes that have been scheduled.
The West coast Independent
championship may well hinge on
the outcome of this game, so both
teams have plenty at stake.
ct
read
down to business in prepping for
this one.
’otUeathe
Coach Bronzan
Loyolans when they played St.
Mary’s, and there’s no doubt
that he knows what the Raiders are up against, and is acting acco-rdingly.

(Continued from page 1)
!Southern (Wake Forest, Duke,
The schools are geographical- North Carolina) and Missouri Vally situated for economical as- ley (Oklahoma A&M, Tulsa, De..oviation in sports. Nevada and troit).
Here are the first independent
Loyola are at the opposite ends
of the circuit, but they are conference standings; only about 500 miles apart.
W L T Pct. PF PA
The other five teams all are USF
1 0 0 1.000 66
6
within 100 miles’of each other Loyola
1 0 0 1.000 48
0
in the San Francisco bay re- COP
1 0 0 1.000 41
0
SJSC .
1 0 0 1.000 14 10
6- 66
1-:ach club is well situated for Nevada ... 0 1 0
.000
home field with the possible S. Clara 0 1 0
.000 10 11
.000
Nception .of Nevada.
0 89
USF, St. St. Mary’s 0 2 0
This’-week’s -schedule:
7Iary’s and Santa Clara use 60,Loyola at Sun Joae St-ate-WA5,0-seat Kezar stadium In San
Yrancisco; San Jose State has an day night*-.....
COP at Nevada (Saturday).
’.S.000-seat stadium;’ COP
USF vs. St. Mary’s at San Franhave in two weeks a brand new
.15.000-seat stadium; Loyola has cisco (Sunday).
Santa Clara at Stanford (Sat ’.S,000-seat Gilmore stadium.
erday), non-conference.
Mythical Title
sle
4.
r. 0410911=41.11
The main advantage of the lea Sue is to give the. boys at least’ a
LOS ANCELES (UP)-Forinnythlear title to play for. It also
vill give. -them some recognition er heavyweight champion James
.11 The --bat tTe- Tor bowl - J. (G
Last season, for instance,,a ti- Charles is a courageous ’fighter
Wairen"Routt, 240-pound Loyola tackle. lets out with a roar
tle of ,g -champion of a confer- but not a great champion._
and some posed muscle work for the photographers as he lifts teamHe told reporters he attended mates Skip Glancanelli and Rene \loamy. Loyola, tabbed as one of
ence most certainly would have
helped p:tdie LeBaron and the the recent Joe Louis-Charles hea- the top independents on the coast this year, will meet the Spartans
NEW YORK (UP) -- Coach
great COP team get a major bowl vyweight bout and was impressed Friday night. The game has been tabbed the top contest on the Buck Shaw hinted today that his
coast b man pigskin pickers.
,by Charles’ courage.
four-times defeated San. Franor a
ciseo
rs were
As’ a rule, the general power
style of rock ’em, sock ’em footshake-up when they return home
Dec. 9-Sacramento State. Here
in this conference would shape
ball.
Oliver’s Villanova squads
Dec. 12-Fresno State. Here.
Friday after playing the New
up just a shade below the Big
were .famous for their brutal and I
Dec. 15-Santa Barbara. There.
York Yanks here Thursday night.
Ten. FCC and Southwestern
aggressive play.
Dec. 16 -UCLA. Los Angeles.
conferences. Last year, for in’
"I’m just waiting to see the
Lion Duo
Dec. 21--U. of Colo. Here.
stance, Santa Clara defeated
Spearheaded by 212-lb. fullback pictures of our game against the
Wisconsin. MediKentucky,
the
Southeastern
The San Jose State college -bas- Dec. 28--U. of
George "Socko" Musacco and Detroit Lions Sunday," Shaw said.
son, Wisc.
conference king, in the Orange ketball team will begin its second
Quarterback Don Klosterman, the "If they show what I suspect
College. labowl.
Lions possess a running and pass- they are going to show- that
year as a "major team on Dec. Dec. 30 -Manhattan
dison Square Garden.
The over-all power generally, 1, when it meets San Francisco
ing combination t h a t doesn’t some of our veterans let down and
.
Jan. 2 Duquesne. Pittsburgh.
probably Would compare well with State college at Spartan gym.
have to play second fiddle to any- didn’t do their best -then some
Jan. 4- -Beloit Col. Beloit, Wisc. Ione.
changes will be-made when we get
that in the Big Seven (Kansas,
The Spartan cage squad, which Jan. 6--Hamline U., St. Paul,
back home."
Oklahoma, Missouri), Skyline Six
Lion fans wouldn’t trade this
won 21 games and lost seven and
Minn.
(Wyoming, Utah, Denver, etc.),
two
the
backs
any
in
for
duo
by
nation
the
was rated- 17th in
Jan. 11--YMI of S.F. Here,
country. being as proud of them
the Associated Press last year,
will make its first Madison Jan. 1-3----Canta Clara.-Cew-Palace as Spartans are of Magician Menges and his battery mate, Billy
Square Garden appearance this Jan. 1-SFS. Kezar Pavillion.
Wilson.
year, according to Danny Hill, Jan. 19-U.,
S.F. Cow Palace.
The Loyalans also are gifted
SJS athletic news director.
Jan. 20-St. Mary’s. Cow Palace,
with two .top-notch wingnsen
Manhattan college will be ’the Jan. 23 -Stewart Chev. Here,
In the persons of Gene Brito
Spartan’s opponent in the New Jan. 25-Fresno S. Fresno.
and Tommy Evans.. Brito and
Evans are the tun top4ads and
York game set for Dec. 30. The Jan. 2-K. of Arizona. here.
play both offense and defense.
complefb 1950-51 cage schedule, Feb. 7-St. Marys. here.
-Brno Is considered by Olivssr to
released today, follows:
Feb. 10 -’COP. Here.
he the hest all-around end- that
Feb.’ 16-Santa Clara. Cow Palace he has ever coached, including
Here,
Dec. 1 -San F. State.
A good place to eat.
Feb. 17-Winners and losers et several now active in the pro
Dec. 5 --Stanford. Palo Alto,
Feb. 16 games. Cow Pal
Feb. 20-COP. Stockton.
HAVE YOU BEEN
INAH’S.
Feb. 23 -San Dien St. Here.
FlAtuaiN
LATEST STYLES
TO THE
Complete
Feb. 24-San Diego St. Here.
IN HAIRCUTTING
Where Ole food is not only deliCo"
Fried
Chicken
Feb. 27-U.S.F. Here.
but economical, too.
CYprcis 5-2448
’
Dinners
)1
1.56 WEST SAN CARLOS STREET
t
175
SOUTH FIRST STREET
including
’Perking in Rear
167 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.
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TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students

We’re Sorry!
The shoes advertised by Bloom’s last
Wednesday were not 9.00 but

7.95

Spartan Daily

3 Months $10.00-Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan
CORONA - UNDERWOOD - ROYAL - REMINGTON
Est. 1900
24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383
Free Parking Next Door
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Pick Up Letters!
All canipus Organizations, including religious, living, and social
groups, are’ asked to pick up letters which have been mailed to
them by the La Torre editors regarding the reserving of space for
the group’s pictures in the 1951
yearbook.
La Torre editors, Miss Iris El-

wood and Ted Breeden have set
Nov. 8 as deadline for returning
the letter form to their office.
Any group failing to return this
form by the deadline will not be
photographed by the yearbook
photographer, and consequently
will not appear in the 1951 La
Torre, the editors said.

June Grad Gets
Hospital Position
Norma Johnson, San Jose State
college graduate of June, 1950,
has been appointed assistant occupational therapist In Children’s
hosiptal of San Francisco, according to information received by the
SJS occupational thei2., department.
Miss Johnson recently finished
nine months’ clinical training at

Sotzin in Michigan

nounced yesterday.
The competition, sponsored by
the Ford Motor company, is held
annually for students o( industrial
arts who submit projects to )e
judged in several categories. Scene
of the competition, is the Museum
of Sciences and Industries in Chicago.

Dr. Heber Sotzin, head of the
Industrial Arts department, flew
to Dearborn, Mich., Thursday
night to attend a meeting in conneetion with the annual Industrial
Arts Awards Competition for
1951, Mr. Daniel C. Lopez, inCalifornia took three sweepstructor in the department, an - stakes prizes this year in the fields
of plastics, printing and drafting.
Children’s hospital of East Bay, in Dr. Sotzin was a judge in the pattern making division last summer.
Oakland.

flow to sabotage Amerias
oil Industry
I.

Every day the people of the United States
use up 6 million barrels of petroleum.* In order
to refine that petroleum into useful products the
American oil companies have built 375 refineries
at a cost of V thousand million dollars. Union
Oil’s four refineries, for example, represent a
total investment of $96 million.
Each barrel contains 42 gallons.

Ic

2. Obviously, no company in its right ’mind is
going to lay out 26 or 30 or 100 mil libn dollars for
a refinery unless that company has an assured
supply of crude oil to keep the refinery operating.
Neither can It do so unless It has some marketing
setup through which it can sell the refinery’s finished products to the public.

-4

3. Consequently, the

oil industry has tended
to develop along the lines of "integrated" companies companies that produce, refine and market
oil under one organization. Union Oil is,,pne of
those "integrated" companies. And there are 104
more in the U.S. all competing vigorously with
each other.

sp.

5.

Recently, the Department of 4ustice has
indicated its desire to break up the"integrated"
oil companies because they are "top big." The
Department would like to force all companies
to confine their activities to one or two phases of
the business. In yievy of this, we’d like to ask two
questions: First, if a company is not permitted by
law to market its own products, who is going to
risk his capital in the costly refinery improvements America will need for the better products
of tomorrow?

6. Second, if a company can’t contract for a
sure supply of crude, who is going to risk his cap.
ital in the additional refineries we will need for
the increased population of the future? If this is
the opening wedge or a campaign to nationalize
the oil industry, we can understand the Department’s actions. If not, it is one of the surest
ways we can think of to sabotage America’s oil
progress.

’,UNION OIL COMPANY
4. he addition to these "integrated" companies, there are some 34,000 others, large and
which specialize in only one orluto phases
of the oil business. The existence of "integrated"
companies is of vital importance to these specializing companies. For it enables them to find
,markets for their -prefects and services, and/or
products for their marketing operations.

OF CALIFORNIA.
INCORPORATED IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER If, 1890
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion of how and why American business functions. We hope you’ll feel
free to send in any suggestions or criticisms you have to offer. Write: The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angel*, 17, CaSiforsia.

